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Common Pitfalls 
•Rush to collect ESI without strategic plan 
'Reliance on client to provide ESI for custodians without clear 
• plan or understanding of sources • -
•Trying to deal with ESI on thecheap —not usinq rev? 
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Cost Containment at Collection 
Evaluate need for forensic collection by outside Vendor-
;. consider amount in controversy, nature of ciaims, client's 
. internal IT capabilities, and risks assoc 
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Document Review Cost 
Containment Opportunities 
Consider risk and benefits of producing witho 
and relying on reasonable targeted searches 
privileged documents (Rule 502) or clav/ bac 
agreements 
Select appropriate review platform.for improv 
efficiency and monitoring - analytics, near du 
bulk tagging, work-flovy tools, conceptual groti 
management tools for monitoring review, privi 
generation 
Consider targeted searches for privilege pre-
Benefits of using Early Case 
Assessment Tools 
• Identify significant concepts and key words 
•. Assess the numbers of documents associated with 
predefined categories including custodians, key 
concepts, languages, dates, entities 
' Identify possible missing custodians through Soctal 
: Network and email Thread Analysis 
Target custodians 
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Conceptual Analysis 
eMail Thread Analysis 
Production Cost Containment 
Document everythi 
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Cost Saving Trends 
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Clients bringing e-discovery functionali 
house at varying levels - ESI manager 
tools, document review, e-discoven/ te 
Vendors (technology vendors, staffing 
and accounting firms) offering ail-inclus 
discovery services (including review) 
Greater reliance on technology for revi 
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